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who hesitates is lost * is proverbial and the misery that can
result from a wavering will is patent.
It seems as though the term * hesitation' is used to
describe different states of the mind that should be con-
sidered separately.
The type of hesitation that is most easily cured is that
which we all experience when we are still in the early stages
of acquiring a motor habit. Thus on first driving a car
a motorist may hesitate with fatal results as to which
control puts on the brake; later as to which gear should
be engaged, and so on. The child hesitates as to which
way to make d or p. All such hesitation is eliminated by
further practice and the educator who does not use all his
skill to induce his pupil to make necessary habits automatic
is hampering the pupil's development.
A more difficult type of hesitation with which to deal is
that caused by an unorganized sense of values. Boyd-
Barrett carried out a research in which his pupils had to
associate nonsense names with taste of certain liquids and
eventually choose which liquid they would drink when
two names were shown to them. Failure -to choose correctly
seemed always to follow hesitation as to which was pre-
ferred and not failure to associate the right nonsense
syllable with the right taste.
The reader must remember that the basis of this con-
clusion could only be the introspection of the choosers, but
it seems clear that the failure to make up one's mind on
the better of two courses must impede action and is un-
doubtedly to some extent a failure of will. Indeed Boyd-
Barrett declares that hesitation is a malady or disease of
the will. ' It renders impossible serious motivation, it
runs counter to volitional economy, wastes the force of
the mind, fatigues and discourages. It leads to habits
of irresponsibility, haphazard choosing and even neglect
of duty/ x Hence he urges the acquisition of the volitional
1 Motive. Force and Motivation Tracks.

